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From Dream to Reality:
The Swiss Center of North America
By Duane H. Freitag

It was ten years in the making, but the dream has been fulfilled-SwissAmericans in North America finally have a national cultural center and
they can be proud of it!
A decade after the idea for such a center first took root in the Swiss
American Historical Society, the concept is a reality and offers an exciting mix of a rich ethnic history and a promising future of educational
and business development. That the center came about is a tribute to the
hard work of a variety of people, whose determination overcame doubts
and financial hurdles.
The center is located in the unique Swiss community of New Glarus,
Wisconsin. Although seemingly "off the beaten path," New Glarus
draws tourists in its own right and is part of the Chicago-MilwaukeeMadison triangle that offers strong business and educational links in the
heartland of America.
Much of the credit for the existence of the Swiss Center can be
given to Donald G. Tritt, a widely known and highly respected leader
in the Swiss-American community. Tritt is a retired clinical psychologist who was a professor at Denison University near Columbus, Ohio.
While he long ago recognized the need for a central location to house
records and artifacts and tell the story of the Swiss ethnic heritage,
he also believed that it was becoming crucial to promote educational
and business links between modern Switzerland and America. Tritt had
discovered that the Swiss were among the few immigrant groups that
did not have a national center to encourage such pursuits. When he
broached the idea of a Swiss Center at the 1998 annual meeting of the
;wiss American Historical Society he was given the go-ahead to gauge
interest. For the Society (founded in 1927), the idea was a natural fulfillment of objectives laid out in its 1970 revised Articles of Incorpora5
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tion-not only should historical achievements of Swiss-Americans be
noted but ongoing interests "academic or otherwise" between the two
countries should be encouraged.
A questionnaire was distributed soliciting ideas and opinions.
Many people expressed their desire for a central connecting point for
Swiss-Americans and for new ways of enabling Swiss and American
cooperation in the arts, business, education, cultural, and political
spheres. Suggestions for a possible site were also sought as there were a
number of places with historic Swiss connections that might be a logical
location. Naturally, larger cities would be considered. The questionnaire
drew a strong response from members of the Swiss American Historical
Society and a significant number (40%) suggested that New Glarus be
considered as the site.
The popularity of New Glarus was a fortunate thing because nowhere did the idea meet with as much enthusiasm as in that community.
Jack Roberts, the community's pharmacist and a descendant of Swiss
immigrants, immediately thought that such a center would be a perfect
fit for the village. Many residents agre{d and the Wisconsin state government was approached for possible help in making their case. Society
leaders were invited to visit New Glarus, which they did on Saturday,
April 10, 1999. "To this day, I stand in awe of this meeting," Tritt is
quick to say. "It remains the most impressive display of community and
state level support I have ever witnessed."
That there was strong state support had a lot to do with Cate
Zeuske, then secretary of the Wisconsin Department of Revenue. Zeuske
had spent time in Switzerland and was involved with former Ambassador Faith Whittlesey's Swiss American Foundation. When she became
aware of New Glarus' effort she quickly saw the potential and lined up
support among politicians and state officials, a number of whom were
at the April meeting. Zeuske's enthusiasm also came naturally because
of her previous job as president of Forward Wisconsin, a public/private
corporation devoted to attracting businesses to the state. She also had
served in the Wisconsin Assembly for eight years and was state treasurer for four years. Reflecting a common American approach, she said
at the time that "I feel New Glarus is the perfect place for Americans to
come and pretend to be Swiss." The more international perspective was
shown in a comment then by Jonathan Berry, a University of Wisconsin
regent and area resident: "We see the borders of the world as the borders
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss2/4
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of the university .... the world needs examples of people living together
in harmony." 1
It was no surprise that New Glarus put forth such a strong effort.
While the village's population is barely 2,000, its citizens have proudly
nurtured their Swiss heritage since the community's founding in 1845
as a colony for emigrants from Canton Glarus. Through all the succeeding years the Swiss-German language has endured, Swiss holidays as
well as American are observed, traditional Glarus cuisine is still served,
and the sounds of yodelers and alphorns often echo from the hillsides.
Today the story of New Glarus is told to visitors from all over the world
at the community's marvelous 14-building Swiss Historical Village. It
is not unusual for residents of Glarus, when visiting the United States,
to go out of their way to enjoy a look at "New" Glarus. And now the
Swiss Center has joined that ethnic scenery.
As new links are forged between the Swiss Center and Switzerland
today they are being built upon well-established connections between
old Glarus and New Glarus. It was in that eastern Switzerland canton
that another bold idea took root during the depths of Europe's economic
recession of the 1840s. With the canton's textile industry hurting the
canton's Rigierungsrat (governing council) saw to it that by 1844 money had been set aside for an organized emigration. "With the spirit of
nationalism, the thought was to open a place of refuge over the Atlantic
Ocean for the poor of the land of Glarus," according to a contemporary
account in the Glarner Zeitung, the canton's newspaper of the day.
After the difficult but successful start of the colony in August of
1845, the refuge drew a steady flow of immigrants to southern Wisconsin
that stretched well into the 20 th Century. Families from other cantons, especially Bern, also were attracted to the area. After the Civil War the Swiss
settlers played a major role in the beginning of Wisconsin's famed dairy
industry, with New Glarus the acknowledged birthplace of the state's foreign-type cheese industry. While the farming heritage has greatly declined
in recent years, the unique spirit of the community continues to make it an
attractive home for people who work in the state capital.
1

Others state leaders lending support at the beginning included Moose Speros, then Wisconsin's Tourism secretary; Brenda (Blanchard) Luckritz, then the state's
-=:ommerce secretary; George L. Vogt, director of the Wisconsin State Historical So:iety; Katharine C. Lyall, president of the University of Wisconsin system; Nancy
(aiser, a German and women's studies professor at the university, and Rick Skindrud,
a Republican who then represented the area in the Wisconsin Assembly.
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That same community spirit was evident after the formal decision
had been made to site the Swiss Center at New Glarus. The Swiss of
Green County, where New Glarus is located, began a series of open
meetings to gather ideas for what the cultural center should entail. Many
ideas came forward. It was noted that the Swiss are a multi-cultural
people and that the center would need to reflect the variety. Also, the
center would be for all of North America, so the outreach would include
Canada and even Mexico. Slowly the vision was narrowed to focus on
developing a center that would hopefully include a modem library, interactive displays, premiere meeting space, cultural programs, public
policy exchanges, genealogical resources, and state-of-the art technology linking the center to the rest of country and the world. Funding
for some of the necessary research was through a grant from the New
Glarus Community Foundation.
Initial work by the wide-ranging organization of "community partners" evolved into the development of a nine-member Advisory Board
of Directors, which met quarterly, and an Executive Committee that met
twice a month as the project ramped up. There were nine committees
focusing on various aspects of developing the center. The organization's
first chairman was Robert Hoesly, a New Glarus area dairy farmer who
was chairman of the Green County Board for many years. Bradley Beal,
owner of the Zentner-Beal Funeral Home at New Glarus, was the first
president.2

2

Many people played active roles in the formation of the Center. Principal
among them were a number of area business people including Hans Lenzlinger, owner
of the New Glarus Hotel and a representative of the Auslandschweizerrat (the Swiss
Abroad); Gof Thomson, president of the Bank of New Glarus; Steve Wisdom and
Barbara Kummerfeldt, owners of the Maple Leaf Chocolate House; Tony Zgraggen, at
the time manager of the Chalet Landhaus hotel, Kerwin Steffen, a professional leadership consultant, and Ben Kahl, a manager with TDS Telecommunications Corp. Janeen
Bahler, a Bauernmalerei artist from nearby Monroe, and Maralyn Wellauer, an accomplished Swiss genealogist from Milwaukee, also heavily contributed. From Madison,
Dave Zweifel, a New Glarus native who was editor of The Capital Times, and Cate
Zeuske helped promote the project. From further a field, there was input from Eduard
Jaun, the Swiss consul general at Chicago, and Claire-Lise Julmy, a consulate volunteer. Alexander Soland, a Swiss immigrant who was a fashion designer and lived in
the area, offered much insight and was the first treasurer. Don Tritt continued to play a
key role as secretary. Kent Anderson, New Glarus' fire chief and president of the New
Glarus Community Partners, frequently participated as recorder.
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AN OFFICIAL BEGINNING
On Thursday, July 20, 2000, forty-four people gathered at the New
Glarus Hotel for a luncheon meeting that marked the formal beginning
of the Swiss Center of North America. Members of the Parliament for
Swiss Abroad, who were also meeting in New Glarus that day, joined
the gathering. Christoph Sti.issi, then minister of Finance for Switzerland and formerly Landammann (governor) of Canton Glarus, was
present as were a number of Wisconsin state officials. To help launch
the fund-raising phase, Donald Tritt announced that he would donate
$250,000 for the center as well as his extensive library of Swiss books,
prints and related items. The group then took a hay-wagon tour of two
of the possible sites for the center and ended the day with a reception
and Kinderchor concert at the Swiss Historical Village. An underlying
reason for the day's events was to reassure everyone that New Glarus
was the right choice of location for the center, and judging by reactions
that day the promoters apparently succeeded.
The Swiss Center of North America was now organized as a Wisconsin non-stock corporation, enabling it to meet the IRS code for tax
exempt organizations. A registered logo was designed by John Rieben
for use on letterheads, in brochures and as part of the basic internet site
that was set up as an aid in fundraising. 3 A relationship with the Community Foundation of Southern Wisconsin was begun, in part so that
certain types of donations such as stocks and real estate could be more
easily accepted. Some initial ideas of needed square footage of the center were put forth. Basic work was done on issues related to archivingsecurity, copyrights, restrictions on donations, access, historic preservation and restoration.
While ideas for the center were being sifted, the founding group
took advantage of an opportunity to purchase a possible site for the
center. A number of locations for a building were being consideredsome with dramatic vistas-but all had some limitation. When a small
farmstead just north of the Village of New Glarus became available,
3

Rieben is a University of Wisconsin professor emeritus of graphic arts who was
living in the New Glarus area at the time. His logo design overlays the white Swiss
cross on four red circles, which today can be interpreted in several ways including four
missions of the Swiss Center (cultural activities, library/museum, business/education
promotion and social networking) or the four cultures/languages of Switzerland.
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funding was secured for its purchase and Hoesly and Beal put their O\\
signatures behind the deal. The 23-acre site (known as the AtkinsoL
farm) was visible from a main state highway and offered some intriguing possibilities of phased development, including gardens. In addition,
the land was adjacent to the community's historic Swiss shooting park
and there was a possibility of also eventually making that site part of
the center's campus. The shooting park was once home to the disbanded
local Schuetzenverein and the site of many competitions among shooting clubs in the Midwest. The park continues to be the site of the community's Aug. 1 Swiss national day observance. A shooting house, built
in 1907, still stands and at the time an effort was underway to keep it in
repair and restore its tower.
All of the initial brainstorming had been aimed at focusing the
vision to enable the start of fundraising. The founding group knew that
without any "bricks and mortar" to show potential donors, it would be
more difficult to raise money, whether from individuals, foundations,
corporations or even the government. Zaba Inc., a Madison-based fundraising and consulting firm headed by Salli Martyniak, was engaged to
develop a campaign for the center. She was assisted by Mark Webster, a
communications specialist who traveled to Switzerland regularly in his
business.
Through their work a feasibility study was completed, showing
many opportunities and vigorous energy and enthusiasm for the project.
Commercial Credit Consultants of Ripon, Wis., put together a massive
amount of raw data, including a survey of 52 other cultural centers in
the U.S. Some of those centers were relatively new and some had existed for decades. Their average operating budget in those days was
$653,000. While they had many different approaches to their activities,
most had visitors to their centers (an average of 22,175 a year).
Martyniak and Webster helped narrow the focus of the campaign
to one in which capital would be raised for construction and on-going
maintenance of a building to house the Swiss Center. They created promotional materials, including a faux sketch of what the center might
look like, and drafted a cohesive strategy.
Their effort received a tremendous shot in the arm that summer
when the Wisconsin Legislature approved a challenge grant for the
startup of the Swiss Center. The state's budget legislation included specific authorization for the Department of Commerce to award $1 million
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss2/4
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to the Swiss Center with the provision that for every dollar received
from the state the center had to raise $2 from a source other than the
state. The final budget also held out the possibility of another $1 million in state funding through general budget programs financed by state
bonding. That too would have to have been matched with other support
on a 2 to 1 ratio.
It was a big challenge but a welcome one and everyone plunged
ahead with great enthusiasm. The goal was to raise the money by the
following July 1. Initial fundraising literature was aimed at raising $4
million in matching funds so as to obtain $2 million from the state, but it
was eventually determined that such an amount would be overreaching
and only the initial $1 million grant I $2 million in matching funds was
sought. Also , the possible general budget funds distributed through the
state's Administration Department had a one-year time frame, while the
specific grant was more open-ended.
As the fund drive began efforts were made to spread the word
about the new center. Swiss-Americans in Chicago learned more about
the project from a delegation that attended their Aug. 1 celebration.
Likewise, information was sent along for the Swiss Abroad conference
in Davos, Switzerland, in August. In September the project was outlined for Ambassador Alfred Defago at the Swiss Embassy in Washington, D.C., with the knowledge that gaining the embassy's support was
crucial. Those meeting with t~e ambassador were Hans Lenzlinger, a
Swiss immigrant who owns the New Glarus Hotel; Cate Zeuske, secretary of the Wisconsin Revenue Department; and Rep. Tammy Baldwin,
a Democrat who is the region's representative in Congress. Baldwin
and former Rep. Rob Portman (R-Ohio) later became co-chairs of the
Friends of Switzerland caucus in the House of Representatives. Defago
expressed his interested in the idea of a Swiss Center.
One element in the growing support for the center was that Switzerland had recently decided to undertake an aggressive marketing
program to improve its image abroad, especially in the U.S. A special
ambassador was going to be appointed to operate the program, dubbed
"Presence Switzerland." It was also noted from the beginning that while
a national Swiss Center would naturally contain some elements of historical preservation, it was the potential for business and educational
interaction between the two countries that most interested Switzerland
and would be the key to their support.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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GOV. THOMPSON CHAMPIONS THE CAUSE
The linchpin to the success of the fund drive turned out to be
Tommy G. Thompson, then governor of Wisconsin. Always an outspoken proponent for the state, he became an enthusiastic supporter of
the Swiss Center. While simultaneously taking an active role in what
turned out to a successful Republican presidential election campaign
for George W. Bush, Thompson and his cabinet organized a business
development mission to Switzerland and Italy. Most of the Switzerland
part of the trip would be aimed at explaining and developing an interest
in the Swiss Center concept to selected government officials and businesses with large operations in the U.S.
The group left Chicago Nov. 8, 2000, the day after the presidential election. The fact that the final election result was not decided for
some time gave an unusual twist to the trip, as everyone was curious
what the Americans thought about the situation. Joining Thompson in
representing the Swiss Center were board members Brad Beal (and his
wife, Gail), Hans Lenzlinger, and Don Tritt, as well as Kaye Gmur, a
New Glarus businesswoman who had been the meeting facilitator from
the beginning. Duane Freitag, a New Glarus native who was a retired
reporter and editor for the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, joined in support as did Diane Everson, editor of the nearby weekly Edgerton Reporter who was then president of the National Newspaper Association.
Representing the state government and strongly supporting the center
were Revenue Secretary Cate Zeuske and Commerce Secretary Brenda
(Blanchard) Luckritz, as well as Mary Regel, administrator of the Commerce Department's International Division. Salli Martyniak and Mark
Webster were along to provide their professional support, as was Kellie
Engelke of the formative New Glarus Community Partners. In Europe
the group was joined by Peter Cos tan tin, director of the Commerce Department's European office.
The Swiss Center team helped bolster Thompson's effort to explain
to Swiss industry leaders the importance of North American audiences
knowing more about Switzerland. They lunched and conferred with the
likes of Goran Lindahl of ABB, Francois Perroux and Kevin Berryman of Nestle, Hans Fluri of Phillip Morris, Peter Forstmoser of Swiss
Re, and Walther Digglemann, executive director of the Swiss-American
Chamber of Commerce. Novartis, Credit Suisse and UBS were also on
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss2/4
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their agenda. Their mission took them to Zurich, Basel, Vevey, Geneva,
and Bern.
Some in the group also made a special visit to Glarus to share
their enthusiasm. After a tour of the Glarus Parliament building they
met with members of the canton's leadership. During a reception at
the historic Brunner-Haus in Glarus a presentation was made about
the Swiss Center. Among those in attendance were Hansjorg Durst,
landscreiber (clerk-chancellor) of the parliament; Hans Ryhner, a lawyer who was president of the canton's Friends of New Glarus; Rosmarie Sttissi, a member of the parliament, and Pankras Freitag, of the
Regierungsrat.
Immediately after the group returned to Wisconsin, Gov. and Sue
Ann Thompson hosted Ambassador Alfred and Maria Defago at a state
dinner at the Executive Residence along Lake Mendota in suburban
Madison. While the focus of Defago's trip to Wisconsin was trade relationships, he was also updated on the Swiss Center project. Joining in
the elegant evening were representatives of the Swiss Center, business
leaders representing Swiss companies and various state and federal officials who were playing key roles in supporting the center. Even the governor's home had a Swiss link-before the state purchased the classical
revival building in 1949 for use as a new residence for the governor, it
was owned by Thomas R. Hefty, chairman of the First National Bank of
Madison and a descendent of early New Glarus settlers. 4
During the visit, Martiniak had arranged for Defago to meet with
a representative of the Overture Foundation, which had recently begun
developing a major downtown arts center in Madison. The private foundation's $100 million gift for the arts center came from businessman W.
Jerome Frautschi, whose family was once part of the Swiss colony at
New Glarus. His wife, Pleasant Rowland, had built up a company that
produced the popular American Girl dolls and had recently sold it. A
Madison newspaper quoted Martiniak as saying that "Jerry Frautschi
is of Swiss heritage and we wanted him [Defago] to see that the Swiss
have been very generous here in America." Defago and his wife also
4

In December Thompson announced that he would resign as governor in January to join President George Bush's cabinet as secretary of Health and Human Services. Since leaving that post after Bush's first term he has been actively involved
on a number of health policy issues and serves on the boards of some health-related
corporations.
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spent some time in New Glarus. "I am very pleased and think it is time
to begin a fundraising campaign," he said at the time.
As the fund drive gained momentum, the Swiss Center operations
group restructured itself by creating a governing Board of Directors and
a Founding Board (at various times called the Founding Committee).
The latter group was open to anyone who had worked on the project and
was designed to channel their continued support. The governing board
was to be international in scope. Don Tritt, because of his key role, was
named project leader to enable a single voice for the center. Also, as was
suggested in the feasibility report, an Emeritus Committee was developed. That group would consist of prominent people who were willing
to lend their name to support the project, particularly when it came to
fund-raising. 5
ADDITIONAL GRANTS RECEIVED
The project reached some key milestones in 2001. A $250,000 federal grant that House and Senate negotiators included in an appropriations bill the previous year was approved. An application for the money
was made through the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) in the spring, with the funds likely to be used for program development or an interim director rather than the building. A first tentative
budget had to be drawn up to meet the terms of the HUD grant. Then
Canton Glarus announced it would appropriate $100,000 for the center. And Victorinox, the Swiss Army knife company, pledged $100,000.
Presence Switzerland also said it would make a significant grant.
In March, Sally Martyniak, Mark Webster and Cate Zeuske made
a follow-up trip to Switzerland for face-to-face meetings with some
government officials and companies who indicated their possible support for start-up of the Swiss Center. On April 10, Ambassador Defago
was back in Madison to speak about international business at the Flu5 The initial Emeritus Committee grew to include former Gov. Tommy
Thompson; Madeleine Kunin and J. Richard Fredericks, former U.S. ambassadors to
Switzerland; Alfred Defago, former Swiss ambassador to the U.S.; Rep. Tammy Baldwin and former Rep. Mark Green of Wisconsin; Jerome Frautschi, prominent Madison
businessman and philanthropist; Gillis Bosquet, dean of the University of Wisconsin's
international studies program and director of its International Institute; and Robert
Lutz, the Swiss-born auto manufacturing executive who came out of retirement in
2009 to head General Motors.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss2/4
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no Center on the University of Wisconsin campus. The Swiss Center
spon~ored a reception after his lecture. Defago again stressed the need
for quick action in developing the center.
And there was action on a number of fronts:
• A temporary office was established in downtown New Glarus at
612 1st St. and basic office equipment and furniture were obtained.
Prior to this boards and committees had been meeting in various
locations in New Glarus and Madison .
• Kaye Gmur, who had been serving as facilitator, was hired on a
part-time basis as office manager. She was to coordinate project
activities and eventually be the recorder for meetings, replacing
Kent Anderson , who had been doing the recorder job voluntarily.
, The first effort at supporting cultural events was to co-sponsor a
reading at the nearby Monroe Arts Center by Katharina Zimmerman, who authored Kein Zuruckfur Sohpie W. [No Going Back for
Sohpie W.] about her aunt's immigration experience.
• The first newsletter was prepared and sent to interested persons .
• The Board of Directors was expanded and now included Brenda (Blanchard) Luckritz, Fritz Schiesser, David Bauer and Joan
LeMahieu. Luckritz, as state Commerce secretary, had been active in the start of the Center. Schiesser was in the Swiss national
parliament, representing Canton Glarus. Bauer, a CPA, is a partner
in Virchow Krause & Co., a Madison accounting firm. LeMahieu,
then a senior vice president of Marshall Erdman & Associates,
was playing a key role in the development of Monona Terrace,
Madison's convention center that is based on a Frank Lloyd
Wright design.

The national and international scope of the project was again
stressed when Hanna Widrig, cultural counselor at the Swiss Embassy
in Washington, D.C., visited New Glarus to gauge the situation. "You
are building understanding," she said at the time. "It will need your
patience, but all this sounds promising." Part of Widrig's trip to Wisconsin was to finalize arrangements for Defago to be a visiting professor at the University of Wisconsin in the fall. Defago's term as ambassador· was ending.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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And then came the catastrophic events of Sept. 11, 2001. The
terrorist attacks in New York and Was!J.ington brought about a sudden
economic change that effectively put a halt to significant fundraising.
Despite the setback, Center President Brad Beal held out hope in a progress report dated Sept. 26. Citing the fund-raising achievements of the
previous nine months, he said that "Now, more than ever, I am confident
of our success in reaching our targeted goals .... Working together, we
can all proactively contribute to the promotion, exchange, and relationship-building efforts intended to enhance Swiss interest in the U.S."
With patriotism on everyone's mind, it was an opportune time for
the "Sister Republics" exhibit to be shown in Madison that fall. The
multi-panel display, developed as a joint venture of the Swiss embassy
and the U.S. Library of Congress, was originally shown in Washington,
D .C., in 1991 in celebration of the 700th anniversary of the founding
of Switzerland. Its theme is the shared beliefs and inspirations of the
basic principles of freedom and democracy. The two nations are "sisters" in the sense of how the Swiss contributed to the development of
the American Republic and the U.S. in turn had an impact on modern
Switzerland.6 The exhibit had been on tour, including in Philadelphia,
Atlanta, Durham (N.C.), Chicago, and Salt Lake City. A Nov. 6 program
and reception during the exhibit's display at the Memorial Library on
the University of Wisconsin campus enabled supporters of the Swiss
Center to explain the project. After the showing the exhibit was to be
donated to the Swiss Center for future use.
FUND-RAISING SUCCESS
Beal was correct in his assessment about funding. During 2002
enough money was secured to obtain Wisconsin's challenge grant. Promotion efforts had succeeded in developing an initial awareness of the
center and its potential for the future.
In April, with some new members on the board, a new slate of officers was elected. Cate Zeuske, who continued to be actively involved
although she no longer was in state government, was elected president
and Brenda (Blanchard) Luckritz, who also had left state government,
6
A detailed booklet about the exhibit was also issued in 1991, written by James
H. Hutson. The Swiss caucus in Congress grew out of a discussion at an exhibition of
the Sister Republics display.
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was now vice president. Ralph Kauten, who had taken Promega Corp.
from a startup to a worldwide company with 700 employees selling
products that scientists use in gene and cellular research, was named
treasurer. Kauten had recently started a pharmaceutical company in
Madison aimed at developing cancer therapeutics. Joining the board
this year were Anne E. Ross, a managing partner in the Madison law
firm of Foley and Lardner; Thomas Cueni, general secretary of Interpharma in Basel; and Joan LeMahieu, a convention center manager who
had taken on a role in the development of the new Monona Terrace at
Madison. Also taking part were Hermann Buff, of the Chicago Swiss
consulate office, and Carlos Orga, representing Presence Switzerland. 7
Much of the remainder of the year was spent on additional planning and firming up the financial situation. Some of the key donations
were in the form of pledges and follow-up work was necessary to actually obtain the money. After details were agreed on for the State of
Wisconsin funds, a special reserve account was set up to hold the money
until it would be spent down for construction purposes. Another generous donation was given, this time from Madison businessman and philanthropist Jerry Frautschi.
A local book reading that spring, sponsored by the Swiss Center
and the Chicago consulate, reflected the international mission of the
Center. After 35-year-old Swiss author Perikles Monioudis spoke at the
Chalet Landhaus in New Glarus on April 13, as part of a national tour,
he returned to Switzerland and wrote that "one travels across half of
the world in order to determine that one has arrived in the same town."
He was born and raised in Glarus and his American visit allowed him
to spend some time in a place that he had heard of since his childhood.
He thought that the local beer was exquisite and the breads and potatoes
reminded him of home ." 8
7
Zeueke was now affiliated with the Taxpayers' Network, a national not-forprofit think tank . Luckritz was now a vice president of alliance development for Novartis Pharmaeutics Corp ., a subsidiary of Basel-based Novartis AG. With Robert Hoesly no longer involved, Brad Beal became chairman and continued in that role until a
by-laws revision eliminated the position.
8
Monioudis ' parents immigrated to Glarus from Greece in 1964. He is a prolific
author, having published his first novel , Die Verwechslung (The Confusion), in 1993 .
It was awarded the Book Prize of the City of Zurich , where he currently lives. He has
had teaching fellowships at a number of universities in the U.S. and Europe. In 2005,
he was writer in residence at MIT.
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On May 25, 2002, ownership of the Sister Republics Exhibit was
officially turned over to the Swiss Center. A ribbon cutting ceremony,
originally scheduled to be held on the site where the Swiss colony of
New Glarus began, was moved inside the adjacent Swiss Church due to
inclement weather. Cate Zeuske and Alfred Defago cut the ribbon. Also
in attendance were Rep. Tammy Baldwin, Swiss Deputy Minister Benedict de Cerjat, Consul General Hermann Buff, and Mary Regel, director
of international development for the Wisconsin Commerce Department.
The multi-panel exhibit was put on display at various locations in New
Glarus, with the Swiss Center providing a location guide. Eventually
the Sister Republics Exhibit was put into storage, graciously provided
by the New Glarus Historical Society, until permanent exhibit space
was available.
The unique relationship of New Glarus and Canton Glarus was the
focus of a special trip that summer. The canton was observing its 650th
anniversary of joining the Swiss confederation. Board member Don Tritt
represented the Swiss Center during the observance. Wayne Duerst, a
retired architect and descendant of Glarus immigrants who serves or
some Village of New Glarus committees, represented the village. Duane
Freitag, also a descendant of Glarus immigrants and an active supporte1
of the Swiss Center, represented both the Center and the New Glarus
Historical Society. The three were honored guests during the O1.fizieller
Festact Glarus-650 Jahre im Bund celebration. They took part in a
procession to the state church and, after the ceremonies and speeches
there, participated in a post-banquet pfogram held in a huge festival
tent outside the canton's parliament building. Representatives of every
canton were in attendance as was Kaspar Villager, then president of
Switzerland. The trio presented Glarus officials with a special replica of
the canton's new tourism logo, a stylized GL showing visitors entering
the valley of Glarus. The mosaic replica had been made by Susie Favor
Hamilton, a champion collegiate runner and Olympian and glass artist,
who lived at New Glarus at the time.
After the group returned home, the Swiss Center had an exchange
of letters with President Villiger, in which he commented "I would like
to salute your initiative to bring government and private industry to
work together in this endeavor." In his speech at the celebration in Glarus, Villiger had drawn a laugh from the crowd when, harkening back to
President John Kennedy's visit to Berlin, Germany, he said that if he
1
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ever visited New Glarus he could say, "/ch bin ein Glarner." (In 2009,
Villiger was named chairman of UBS as it struggled to restructure during the international financial crisis.) 9
The continued outreach efforts focused on an annual dinner at the
Swiss Embassy in October of 2002. The 48 people attending were brought
up-to-date on the Swiss Center project and the new ambassador, Christian
Blickenstorfer, opened the event expressing his strong support. Former
Gov. Tommy Thompson was guest of honor and Cate Zeuske, Brenda
(Blanchard) Luckritz and Don Tritt represented the Center.

PAINSTAKING WORK
Now began a period of slow and at times frustrating work towards
development of a permanent home for the center. The change in pace
saw some participants drop by the wayside and new faces join in the
effort.
With the basic setup work done, the Founding Board ceased to exist by the end of 2003. The Emeritus Committee eventually was on hold
as no significant fundraising efforts were in the immediate future.
In February of 2003, Swiss Center leaders met with the New Glarus Village Board to explain the center's goals more fully. Then in March
they met with the board that governs the unincorporated Town of New
Glarus, where the farmstead was located. Some concerns had arisen and
areas of mutual agreement needed to be confirmed. While the Swiss
Center already owned land its leadership remained open to the idea of
other construction sites that, as Don Tritt said, would be accessible and
available and would allow "through ingenuity and innovativeness to
develop a plan that pleases everyone."
Wisconsin's grant legislation required that the center be located
within the Village of New Glarus. However, options for building there
were severely limited. An advantage of the farm site was that it would
enable development in incremental steps as funding permitted. It was
9
Villiger's wife grew up in Canton Glarus. In 1995 they had been invited to attend the Sesquicentennial of the founding of the Swiss colony of New Glarus, but were
unable to come to the U .S. In a letter published in the local newspaper at the time , Villiger wrote: "In a time when Switzerland has some identity problems and many citizens
almost seem to be ashamed about their history and heritage, it feels good to know, that
the picture of the homeland sparkles in all its glory from a distance."
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becoming obvious that immediately building a single, large building to
accommodate the various programs being envisioned would be impossible. Concerns were also raised that whatever was done needed to be in
compliance with Smart Growth regulations of Wisconsin's Southwest
Regional Planning Commission.
The Swiss Center board soon reached a consensus that developing
the farm property would be the best choice. Initial hopes were to break
ground by the end of the year. However, there was a major obstaclethe site would have to be annexed to the village, not only to meet the
state requirement but to obtain adequate utility services.
On May 8, a decision was made to move the temporary office to
the farmhouse that was on the property and to send a letter of intent to
the Village of New Glarus that annexation of the land would be sought.
The residence had initially been rented out to others while the organization took root.
The annexation proposal prompted major challenges about who
would fund required utility improvements-sewer, water and electrical,
which might vary depending on the size of the project. Then there were
traffic aspects, pedestrian access, and architectural issues to consider.
Properties between the Center's land and the village boundary would
also have to be annexed and village engineers developed intricate proposals to meet objections of some residents. Since the village was undergoing a discussion about a developing a new library, the possibility
of sharing space with that project also entered the discussion.
Another meeting with the Village Board was held Oct. 10 to try to
find common ground.
Meanwhile, the Center stepped up its support of various cultural
activities. During the summer, the North American Swiss Singing Alliance held its triennial Siingerfest in New Glarus and that provided
another opportunity to introduce the center project to more people interested in Swiss culture. After the event its local sponsors donated $1 ,000
to the center. Founding Board members agreed to join in suppoq of a
"Books for Mongolia" project that was organized by Anita Fahrney, a
member of the Swiss national parliament from Canton Thurgau , and
Virginia Soukup of Madison. The center also cooperated with the Kantonal Bank of Glarus, Switzerland, which was going to include a story
about New Glarus in its annual report for 2003.
A summer visit by Hansjorg Durst, landescreiber for Canton Glarhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss2/4
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us, kept alive the special relationship between the two communities.
While on an American vacation trip, he paid a visit to the fledgling
Swiss Center since the canton had pledge financial support.
With an eye toward meeting the state-required goal that construction work had to begin by the end of the next year, consultations began
with Van Mell Associates, a Madison company specializing in building
for businesses. Likewise, an initial review was done on hiring an executive director for the center and thought given to how to pay for the
position.
While the annexation issue was debated, the rather wide-ranging
goals of the center had begun to be questioned. Robert Schatz, coordinator of corporate relations at the regional University of WisconsinPlatteville, helped the board review its business plan. Schatz, who lived
at New Glarus, was involved in regional economic development and
had previously spent some time living in Basel, Switzerland. Earlier in
the year he helped host an eight-week visit by Hans Schiffmann, deputy
secretary of finance for the Swiss Parliament, who was on a sabbatical.
"The general message of the plan is that the Swiss Center of North
America will be all things to all people, when in fact business alliancebrokering, business consulting (in multiple industries), event planning,
genealogy, cultural exhibits, libraries and so forth are all very different enterprises requiring special expertise and substantial resources,"
Schatz told the board. He suggested that the center construct an interim
facility "to house the archives, offices, library and whatever modest facilities are needed immediately. Design the space so it can be sold or
rented as, for instance, a professional office building."
ANNEXATION A STUMBLING BLOCK
The annexation issue continued to bog down development plans.
Various schemes were discussed but in the end the costs were beyond
what could be sustained. Documentation by the Van Mell group supported that conclusion.
With the board facing increasingly complex financial issues and
the need for some interim management help, John (Jack) Kundert came
to the rescue in 2004. Kundert lives in nearby Monroe, is of Swiss heritage and is active in Swiss cultural activities. A long-time banker, he had
}een head of Wisconsin's Department of Financial Institutions, which
/
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regulates banks and credit unions.
Through Kundert's temporary help as "project manager," the opportunity became available to purchase a former medical clinic building on the west side of New Glarus, along with some adjacent land.
The idea of locating the center there seemed to be within the organization's financial scope. In July a decision was made to change direction
and purchase the medical clinic building for about $185,000, pending
approval of the Department of Commerce and major donors and the
receipt of a clear environmental report. The Department of Commerce
agreed that remodeling of the building would meet the test of "construction" as required in the state grant legislation - the $1 million in grant
money having just been delivered.
During the year the center's internet site was upgraded to become
more interactive. The work, financed with donations from Presence
Switzerland, was done with the help of Mark Webster of Madison and
the A3 Group of Chicago. One of the featured items at the time was a
virtual tour of the Sister Republics exhibit.
By October, an ad-hoc group of University of Wisconsin-Platteville instructors that was put together by Robert Schatz provided additional feedback on focusing the Center's work. The group recommended
holding off on hiring an executive director and concentrating instead on
using the new facility and narrowing the business plan to "one or two
opportunities to sustain the center and create a cash flow."
The Center's board began moving in that direction and arranged
for Kaye Gmur to handle the various office responsibilities on a more
full-time basis. Board membership remained constant, although when
LeMahieu's Monona Terrace project was completed she moved pn to
Detroit to be general manager of Ford Field and eventually left the organization. Likewise, Silvia Bronnimann, who had been representing
Presence Swiss for a while, returned to Switzerland.
Also in October, the Swiss American Historical Society, at his annual meeting in Washington, D.C., unanimously reaffirmed its commitment to the Swiss Center.
CENTER MOVES TO PERMANENT HOME
The year 2005 was a transitional time for the Swiss Center. The
base of operations was moved from the farmstead to the newly purhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss2/4
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chased clinic building and the board of directors began exploring construction possibilities. The computer software program QuickBooks for
Nonprofits was purchased to track the increasing financial activities and
part-time help was secured to deal with that. More cultural programming was on the agenda.
Discussions went on through much of the year on what type of
permanent facility to have-whether to remodel the existing building or
use it as part of a larger campus. Some thought was given to involving
a Swiss architectural school in developing space needs for the center.
Using the existing building's basement level, which has outdoor access,
for the library was under active consideration. Sustainable energy systems would be part of any larger plans. Naming rights for parts of any
building were seen as a possible fund-raising approach.
The center's Board of Directors underwent a number of changes. Cate Zeuske, who had been serving as president, resigned from the
board. 10 Hans Lenzlinger replaced her as president, with the other officers continuing. Joining the board this year were Duane Freitag, Dr.
Ann Scheffels, and Todd Larson. Freitag had been involved in a number
of the center's earlier activities. Scheffels, who grew up in New Glarus
and continues a strong interest in Swiss culture, is a physician in Minnesota. Larson, senior counsellor with the World Intellectual Property
Organization at the United Nations in New York City, maintains a close
connection to family property near New Glarus.
In late April, office manager Kaye Gmur was off to Geneva,
Switzerland, where she represented the Swiss Center while attending
an international conference of the women's group TEMPO. Presence
Switzerland was a co-sponsor of the event and the Swiss consulate in
Chicago had been involved in the programming. Convention delegates
not only were able to attend sessions with some key Swiss corporate
organizations, but could also take an extended tour to meet with officials at various levels of Swiss government. That tour included a stop

10
Zeuske was moving from the Madison area to Peshtigo, Wis., and would be
actively supporting her husband, John Gard, in a campaign for congressman in Wisconsin's 8th district. In 2009 she and her husband purchased Wisconsin Independent
Business, a Madison company that represents small businesses and farmers on legislative issues.
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in Glarus during the canton's annual Landesgemeinde. 11 The Glamer
Kantonal Bank sponsored a lunch for the touring group after the meeting ended. Gmur also took the opportunity to meet again with Hansjorg
Durst and Hans Ryhner in Glarus to discuss the status of the canton's
pledge for the Swiss Center. The $100,000 gift was received in May.
Also in May, the Swiss Center helped arrange programming for
the annual Flower Mart at the National Cathedral in Washington, D.C.
Switzerland was the honored nation that year and the event drew more
than 20,000 visitors. A group from New Glarus took part in the educational programs by providing some of the yodeling and ethnic clothing.
A small cheese kettle, on loan from the Swiss Historical Village in New
Glarus, was used to serve "America's largest cheese fondue" -a treat
that was very favorably received. Susanne Blickenstorfer, the ambassador's wife, noted in her opening remarks that since the embassy is
near the National Cathedral the "neighborhood is our home away from
home."
On the business front, the Center assisted in making some marketing connections for Johannes Triimpi, owner of Geska AG of Glarus.
The company manufactures the unique centuries-old cheese product
Schabziger. Triimpi had recently purchased the company and was developing a new marketing campaign. 12
On the financial front, tax-free status of the new property was approved. A relationship with UBS was begun for advice on management
and investment of funds. The farmstead was put up for sale and an offer for the buildings and 17 acres of the land was accepted and the deal
completed in August. Modest financial donations continued to be received, but while the necessity of continued fund-raising was on everyone's mind, more progress needed to be shown before any major effort
/
could be resumed.
11

The annual assembly of the voters of Canton Glarus is held on the first Sunday
in May, one of only two such events still held in Switzerland. The Landesgemeinde has
existed since at least 1387.
12
The marketing campaign included an advertising jingle contest in Switzerland.
The contest was won by Domenico Le Donne of Ennenda, Canton Glarus, and hi s prize
was a trip to the United States, including a stop in New Glarus . The hard cheese is
made with low-fat milk and a clover-like herb called blue fenugreek. It is typically
grated onto buttered spatzli or noodles or used to flavor sauces or hors d'oeuvres. It is
considered to be the first branded product manufactured in Switzerland, having certain
standards applied to it in 1463.
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It was at this time that more information became available about
a new program being launched by Presence Switzerland-Swiss Roots.
The marketing and educational program was going to be at least a yearlong focus of connecting Americans, especially those of Swiss origin,
with the Swiss people. It would be centered on an internet site www.
swissroots.org. Lukas Fitze, marketing manager for Swiss Roots, and
Daniel Huhn, head of the project team in the Swiss consulate in New
York, visited New Glarus on May 13 and 14. They were guests at a
luncheon that was also attended by representatives of the Wisconsin
State Historical Society, the Wisconsin State Genealogical Society and
state government. It was noted that the Swiss Roots mission coincided
strongly with the long-term mission of the Swiss Center. The possibility of the Swiss Center some day carrying on the connections developed by Swiss Roots was mentioned from the beginning.
That fall more discussions were being held on the Swiss Roots
project, including in New York City where board member Todd Larson could be in closer touch with the consulate there. On Nov. 21 Fitze
was back in New Glarus for a series of meetings, joined by Ambassador Raymond Loretan and Monica Howden, who heads her own
corporate human resources coaching firm and is a founding member
of the Swiss American Council of Women. One of the concerns again
under discussion was the on-going operation of Swiss Roots after the
initial project ended. The Swiss Center was noncommittal, noting the
necessity of raising operating funds to continue the program.
By the end of the year, two of the architectural firms that had
expressed an interest in the building project were prepared to outline
their ideas. They made presentations to the board in Dec. 15 at a meeting in Madison. The companies were the Swiss firm of Guerer and
Gastrau, with offices in Milwaukee, Wis., and Thurgau, Switzerland,
and Ursula Twombly of Continuum Architects in Milwaukee. Both
plans reflected modern Swiss architectural thought and included various sustainable energy ideas. Realizing limitations of the organization,
phased building projects were proposed. In addition to administration and library space, the proposals included meeting and conference
rooms, workspaces, exhibit spaces, and an auditorium. The architects
noted, however, that in creating an expansion of the present building
its core didn't fit well with either modern building ideas or the needs
of the center.
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The board then set up a Building Committee comprised of Donald
Tritt, Brad Beal and Ann Sheffels to review the proposals. President
Lenzlinger would also be involved.

CELEBRATING OUR SWISSNESS
The Swiss Roots project dominated the Swiss-American scene in
2006, giving the Swiss Center some time to assess its building situation
and move ahead quietly. Swiss Roots scored with a big name in the
sports world- Ben Roethlisberger. In February he led the Pittsburgh
Steelers to a National Football League Super Bowl victory at Detroit.
Then Roethlisberger got to know his Swiss heritage. In May he made
his first trip to Switzerland, visiting his great-grandfather's village in
the Bernese Emmental. His story of finding his Swiss roots became the
promotion focus for the "How Swiss are you?" project.
Concurrently there was a Swiss immigration exhibit at Ellis Island
in New York, called "Small Numbers Big Impact." Its opening coincided with a Swiss National Day celebration there on July 29. The Swiss
Center assisted with some research that was being done for the exhibit
regarding the role of immigrants in developing the cheese industry in
Wisconsin. The Center also assisted with a special exhibit that opened
June 10 at the National Constitution Center in Philadelphia. The rare
feature of the show was a 715-year-old parchment containing the Swiss
federal charter-the Bundesbrief-somewhat akin to our Declaration
of Independence. It was the first time that it had been shown outside of
Switzerland, where it is on display in Canton Schwyz. Of the three original parchments, only the Schwyz copy and one other survive. Artwork
from the Sister Republics exhibit was loaned by the Swiss Center for
the Philadelphia display, being shipped and insured at center expense.
Board member Todd Larson was on hand for the Philadelphia opening.
Between 4,000 and 5,000 visitors toured the three-week exhibit daily.
Swiss news reports compared that to the 10,000 people a year who see
the parchment in Switzerland.
Another triennial Sanger/est was held, this time in Toledo, Ohio.
Jack Kundert and Donald Tritt made sure information about the Swiss
Center was available there. The Swiss Roots traveling exhibit, which
included a Swiss postal bus, was also present. Later the Swiss Roots
group was in New Glarus on Labor Day weekend for the community's
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss2/4
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annual Wilhelm Tell festival. Their T-shorts promoting the Swissroots.
org web site were very popular. The team was back in Green County
again for Cheese Days in Monroe. Ambassador Loretan was present for
both events.
Initial work was done this summer on another proposal by Donald Tritt-the Scholars of Helvetia program. When fully developed, the
honorary designation will recognize scholars of distinction in Swiss
studies and Swiss-American relations. People so designated will be expected to conduct a conference, offering a program or course, or prepare
or discuss a research paper.
With the closing of the Swiss Consulate in Houston, five framed
pieces of memorabilia from Swiss Astronaut Claude Nicollier were donated to the Swiss Center. Because the center was not yet prepared to
put them on display, they were loaned to the Swiss Historical Village in
New Glarus, which showed them in their entrance building in 2007. The
photos and memorabilia are now on display in the Swiss Center's conference room and the Center has purchased and occasionally shows the
video Pour L 'Amour du Ciel Ein Schweizer Astronaut. Nicollier flew
on four American space shuttle missions and did an eight-hour "space
walk."
Also on the cultural front , a series of instructional classes on traditional Swiss Scherenschnitte (scissor cutting) were held at the Center during the Fall. The classes, conducted by local residents Elda and
Linda Schiesser, were very popular. Elda Schiesser has had her artwork
chosen for display on a White House Christmas tree.
On the construction front, the Building Committee wrestled with
the design ideas for several months, obtaining additional information
from the architects. By the end of June, they selected the more modest
and simpler design of the two proposed. Concerns were raised about the
need for a construction manager (in the person of an executive director).
With some reservations the board accepted the committee's recommendation and made an initial decision to proceed. But everyone had second
thoughts. Within a few weeks the whole building project was dropped.
Progress had become excruciatingly slow. However, the point was
reached where the first permane"nt executive director needed to be hired
so that a more structured series of programming and activities could
begin to fulfill the mission of the Center. Job specifications had been
outlined years earlier and were optimistically wide-ranging to include
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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operations manager, curator, programming director, fund-raiser, and
spokesperson. The ideal person would have knowledge of Switzerland
and experience in Swiss-American relationships.
After searching within the Swiss-American community the board
hired Christian W. Kunzle of Kansas City as the first executive director
of the Swiss Center of North America. Upon joining the Center he was
given the title of president and the mission of expanding programming
with an eye toward developing sustaining revenue. A native of Basel,
Switzerland, Kunzle had competed as a youth with his twin sister in pair
figure skating in the 1976 winter Olymp'ics and later worked with .Holiday on Ice International. He had formed his own international business
consulting company and for many years represented Flint Holding AG,
a privately-owned Swiss pharmaceutical company. He had served as
president of the Kansas City Swiss Society and had fund-raising experience as lead person in a drive to raise funds for a multi-purpose gym for
his daughter's parochial school.

REMODELING BEGUN
With an executive in place and additional programming ideas under study, it became apparent early in 2007 that at a minimum the clinic
building would have to be modified to meet the needs of the fledgling
Swiss Center. It was recognized that with the amount of funds available
the best option was to remodel the existing building and not add on
to it at this time. Besides improving office and meeting space, an appropriate area for the Tritt Library had to be devised. Kunzle, who had
skills in woodworking and an interest in architecture, led the extensive
remodeling of the facility. A local architect was hired to draw up plans,
with Kunzle keeping an eye toward having it reflect modem Swiss architectural styles. There would be no Heidi kitsch here. A key element
of the remodeling would be to insure that wiring was in place to support
modem technology, such as video conferencing.
Once again the office was on the move. The Bank of New Glarus,
which had been voluntarily storing many books and artifacts for the
Center, now provided gratis office space in one of their branch banking
buildings. 13
13

Most of the Center's financial resources were on deposit with the bank.
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With Kunzle holding the position of president, board leadership
was given the titles of chairman and vice-chairman. Kaye Gmur, who
continued as the office manager, took on the role of corporate secretary.
In early February the Swiss Center had another unique opportunity to tell its story. Nik Hartmann, host of the German-language Swiss
television program Fensterplatz (A Seat by the Window), and a production team were in the U.S. to film the final program of their longrunning series. They made stops in Chicago, New Glarus and Monroe
and traveled about in a Swiss postal bus owned by Tony Zgraggen of
New Glarus. The program included an interview with Kunzle, who of
course was able to talk about tl}e Swiss Center in Swiss-German. When
the program aired in Switzerland in March, an estimated 27 .5% of the
German-speaking TV audience was watching.
In May, the Friends of the Max Kade Institute held their annual
meeting in New Glarus and learned more about the Swiss Center and
the potential of future work together. The Institute, which focuses on
German-American and immigrant studies, is at the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. Their library houses one of the largest collections of German-language books published in North America. Their
evening speaker was board member Duane Freitag, who spoke about the
Swiss gemeinde of Green County and its lasting impact on the area.
During Kunzle's tenure, programming and funding received a
thorough review. It was recognized that the use of the internet would be
vital to future operations- in creating a hoped-for social network and
in developing sustaining financial support. That summer the board, and
some other key players, held a strategic planning session at the Madison
Club in the state's capital. The idea was to try to finally get a firm handle
on how to make this dream work. Everyone was well aware of the long
struggle that had taken place to get to this point and that some goodwill
might have been lost in the intervening years. Yet, under consultant Kay
Plantes guidance, there was enthusiasm to press forward and explore
the internet possibilities.
The potential of the internet plan was reviewed for Ambassador
Urs Ziswiler in October, when the new Swiss ambassador visited the
Center along with Consul General Giambattista Mondada of Chicago.
"The idea is not to compete with, but to promote all the other Web
sites, and to provide a platform for societies and companies to promote
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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themselves and communicate with others more easily," Kunzle said.
The initial plan includes hiring a full-time Web designer and Internet
technician and a full-time marketing specialist and volunteer coordinator. Volunteers would be needed for the manpower, and as the Internet community grows, volunteers from outside the area would receive
training via the Swiss Center's planned video conferencing capabilities
Before the end of the year Hans Lenzlinger decided to step down
as chairman, while remaining active on the board. Brenda (Blanchard)
Luckritz took up the role of interim chair. As an outgrowth of the strategic planning, the board unanimously concluded that a new approach to
managing the operation was necessary for the Center to reach its goals.
NEW MANAGEMENT TEAM

With the remodeling nearing completion, an occupancy permit
was received and the office returned to its permanent home. A lot of
decisions still had to be made on furnishings and a functional system for
displaying art and other exhibits. Shelving and other needs of the library
had to be arranged. Details such as fire extinguishers, smoke alarms,
cleaning services, and a security system all had to be taken care of. Various landscaping issues and permanent signage needed to be resolved.
And there was a larger exterior project-an asphalt drive between the
upper and lower parking lots was installed to allow for easier bus and
larger vehicle traffic.
In its role of being a good neighbor, the Center began to provide a
rehearsal site for the local Kinderchor and storage space for costumes
used in the Wilhelm Tell pageant.
In May, Consul General Mondada of Chicago and the honorary
consuls from his region met in New Glarus. Although things were still
in a state of transition at the Swiss Center building, a reception was held
for the group in the new offices. 14
/
All through this period the board put its energies toward carefully
conducting a national search for a new director. Contacts were made
through Swiss and nonprofit groups and special internet postings were
14
Attending were Andreas Weber of Indianapolis. Hans A. Kessler of Cleveland,
Karl Pfister of Detroit, Rudolf Gutmann of Minneapolis, Marcel Bollier of Kansas
City, and Margreth Triimpi Martin and R. Bowling of the consulate staff in Chicago.
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done'.. There was considerable interest and, with outside assistance, the
number of candidates were narrowed and the board then conducted interviews. By late summer, Beth Zurbuchen, who is of Swiss heritage,
was named president of the Swiss Center of North America. She quickly
plunged into a whirlwind of activities. Having previously been a television news anchor in Madis.on she was widely recognizable in the region.
She had strong experience in managing a non-profit as executive director of the Ronald McDonald House in Madison. That facility, and similar ones around the country, provides housing for families with children
who are undergoing medical treatment.
Kaye Gmur, who had been with the center from the very beginning, decided to wind up her work with the organization and return to
a position with the Bank of New Glarus. In October, Connie Shomberg
was hired as the Center's business and marketing manager. She has extensive experience in program development and project coordination,
and had directed the respected Leadership Greater Madison program for
emerging civic leaders.
The board also underwent some changes. Ralph Kauten, who had
been treasurer for several years, left so that he could devote all his energies to his biotech company as it neared a scientific advancement. 15
In August the board positions of secretary and treasurer were merged
and Duane Freitag was named to fill the post. Bylaws were adjusted to
change board member terms from two to three years, with expectations
that members would generally serve two terms. The role and authority
of the president/CEO were clarified and the instructions for standing
committees simplified. A proposed employee handbook was endorsed.
A more systematic effort towards budgeting was begun. Attention also
had to be paid to final paperwork related to the grant from the State of
Wisconsin, since several project extensions had been granted and everything now needed to be verified.
Then a special newsletter was sent out to nearly 1,800 individuals
with the happy news that the Swiss Center construction project had been
completed. Finally, the long-antkipated open house could be held!

15
Shortly after his Madison company, Quintessence Biosciences, began clinical trials of a potential drug aimed at limiting growth of certain types of cancers. The
firm's goal is to develop protein-based therapeutics .
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A REALLY GRAND OPENING
Despite the season's first snowstorm the night before, more than
300 people crowded into the Swiss Center of North America on Saturday, Dec. 6, 2008, to witness the dream fulfilled. Some had never been
exposed to Swiss culture before and took particular delight in the singing, yodeling and exhibits.
Madison newspaperman Dave Zweifel was master of ceremonies
for the event. Donald Tritt, witnessing the fulfillment of his idea, spoke
on what the achievement meant for the Swiss now and in the future.
Chairman Brenda Lukritz paid tribute to the many who worked hard
over the years to overcome obstacles and create the Center. And since it
was St. Nicholas Day, Samiklaus made an appearance and provided an
oral history of Christmas traditions in Switzerland.
An initial display of part of the Tritt Library collection drew many
favorable comments, with visitors marveling at the expansiveness of
the resource about things Swiss-history, art, sciences , immigration,
education, business and contemporary life.
Former Gov. Tommy Thompson, so important to the startup of the
Center, was unable to attend the formal event. However, to everyone's
delight, he did make a surprise visit that morning to check on the progress and liked what he saw.
During 2009 the center had its first year of comprehensive operation ,
with action in many areas that were hoped for in the initial proposals:
• Business, science and technology. The Center played host to a stop on the
Victorinox 125 th anniversary road tour of the U.S. and Canada. While not
comparable with their usual big city venues, it was a happy day when their
Airstream RV pulled into the Center's parking lot and the organization
could say 'thank you' for Victorinox's continued support. The Center also
coordinated a meeting with Madison area technology leaders and Consul General Mondada and David Kouidri, executive director of the Swiss
American Business Council of Chicago. The interaction held out promise
for future collaboration in areas such as nanotechnology and the life sciences. Already there has been a "Swiss Talent Meets American Talent" gathering at the consul general's residence and Swiss participation in a Wisconsin
symposium for startup companies seeking "angel investments."
• Swiss culture. The major outreach this year was international as the
Center joined as a co-sponsor of the Siingerfest in Banff, Canada. Many
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new friends were made with Beth Zurbuchen and Connie Shomberg putting the Center's powerful new web site technology on display. In New
Glarus, Frimmel Smith held a successful series of programs about her
beautiful photography of "Red Benches and Others" in Switzerland. The
program was first suggested back in 2006 and the Center now had the
perfect venue for it. At Chicago, the Center participated in Swiss Day
at Daley Plaza, a Swiss wine tasting event at the Swissotel, and a social
evening sponsored by Luzern Tourism as part of the Chicago-Lucerne
_sister-city program.

• The internet. The Center took a giant step forward in use of modern technology, with board member Tom Kuhne helping channel efforts in the ever-changing world of the web. The Center Twitters now, can be found on
Facebook and YouTube, and is definitely Linkedin. Visitors to the www.
theswisscenter.org site can find video and music from Center activities, a
growing events calendar, and links to things Swiss. An outreach program
is underway to involve Swiss clubs throughout North America.
• Programming and exhibits. As the year progressed finishing touches
were put on the Center's gathering and exhibit areas. Frimmel Smith's
red bench photography was on display, changing with the seasons. Most
every day visitors drop in (there's no admission charge) to check out
the exhibits and talk about things Swiss. A quick glance at the visitors'
book shows entries ranging from Syracuse, Charlotte and Los Angeles to
St. Gallen in Switzerland. The Center's modern conference room is now
used by other groups and businesses. In September, the Columbus (Ohio)
Swiss Singers visited the Center as did members of the Swiss Benevolent
Society of St. Paul (Minnesota). Perhaps one of the most unusual visits
was that of a South Korean gentlemen representing one of the six Swisssty le yodel clubs that exist in that country!
• Swiss Roots. In the fall an agreement was reached with Presence Switzerland to migrate the content and programming of the Swiss Roots project
to the Swiss Center's internet site. SwissRoots.org remains as a portal
to the Swiss Center site and to some current Presence Switzerland programs. The integration of Swiss Roots with the Swiss Center work was
envisioned back in 2005.
• Library and archiving. Much of the laborious job of accessioning,
·cataloging , and arranging the library still lies ahead, but visitors already
express their excitement upon seeing the collection. Much of the work
will be carried out by a group of volunteer librarians coordinated by Barbara Anderson, a retired librarian for the New Glarus Public Schools.
The Center doesn't wish to duplicate genealogical resources available
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elsewhere, but is ready with internet access and links to assist family
historians researching their family tree. Installation of a more practical
access door to the lower level storage has enabled the Center to store
donated artifacts and move the bulky parts of the Sister Republics exhibit
into the building for storage and easier access for future displays.

• Marketing. The previous use of the acronym SCNA (for Swiss Center
of North America) was dropped in favor of "the Swiss Center." Leaders
continued their efforts to reach out to Swiss clubs across the country for
their support and input. Methods of tracking donor information, including amounts and restrictions on the donations, were improved in anticipation of the launch of a major fund drive.

THE TRITT LIBRARY

From the beginning, the core of tuc; center was to be a research
library. Now known as the Tritt Library for Swiss-American Studies
and Genealogy, it is a non-circulating library that contains upwards of
10,000 volumes, including pamphlets, videos, prints, maps and manuscripts. Its earliest book is a Latin history of Switzerland published in
1627. In addition to properly conserving some of the older books, a
future goal of the library will be to repair some of the volumes. While
focused on aiding students and scholars in their research on Switzerland, the library is open to the general public. To make arrangements for
using the library, contact the Center office.
As primary benefactor of the library, Don Tritt donated more than
3,500 items that he personally collected over the years. Other substantial donations include about 1,200 items from the Swiss Institute of New
York City, about 1,000 from the library of Professors Heinz and Regula
Meier, about 1,000 from the library of Robert-Louis Gasser, about 100
from Prof. Leo Schelbert, and a portion of the holdings of the Swiss
embassy. Records and holdings of Swiss societies around the country
can also find a home here, although Center officials caution that there
are ongoing costs of storing and archiving such materials so concurrent
financial support is encouraged.
The Swiss Center's Board of Directors continues to be comprised
of a cross-section of people representing New Glarus and Wisconsin, the
North American Swiss community and the international business community. The long-range aim is to grow the board to be more national and
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international in scope. Joining the board in 2009 were Thomas Hefty,
retired CEO of Cobalt Corporation, the successor insurance company of
Wisconsin's Blue Cross/Blue Shield; Tom Kuhne, owner and CEO of
WSI, an internet marketing consulting company at Madison, and Russell
W. Whitacer, a marketing and public relations professional with international experience. Frimmel Smith of Alexandria, Va., was elected to the
board at the end of the year. She is an accomplished photographer and
former resident of Geneva, Sw)tzerland. Giambattista Mondada, Swiss
consul general at Chicago, is an honorary member of the board. 16
Meanwhile, the Swiss-American dialogue continues on many
fronts. While Presence Switzerland is now more focused on political
and economic issues, the North American Swiss community continues
to make cultural connections through their new Center. Some issues for
discussion-such as banking and health care-span both the political
and cultural spectrum.
For the Swiss Center of North America today, financial matters
remain the largest hurdle-as they do for many nonprofits. In the past
decade the generosity of many helped fulfill the dream of a national
Swiss Center. That legacy is being built on as thee organization works
to create revenue streams to support programs and operating expenses.
To that end, the Center continues to count on its friends here and abroad
for substantial support assuring that the dream remains a reality.
SOURCES:
Official board and committee minutes of the Swiss Center of North America.
Miscellaneous clippings from New Glarus Post Messenger, Monroe Times, The Capital
Times and Wisconsin State Journal of Madison, the Swiss Review, and Die Sudostschweiz of Switzerland , Glarus edition
Newsletters and marketing pamphlets of the Swiss Center.
16

Both Hefty and Kuhne are originally from Green County's Swiss community.
Hefty remains very actively involved in economic issues facing Wisconsin, having served
as co-chair of the governor's Economic Growth Council and as a member of the National
Academy of Sciences study committee on health care reform. His experience with nonprofits is extensive, including work with the Kem Family Foundation. Kuhne, who maintains dual US-Swiss citizenship, has extensive retail business experience including with
Migros GMZ in Switzerland . Whittacer spent much of his business career with the meat
processing firm Oscar Mayer, including running its "Weinermobile" program . Brad Beal
and Hans Lenzlinger completed their long service on the board at the end of 2009.
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